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Details of Visit:

Author: The Happy Punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 18 Sep 2013 15:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Diana Hart - An English Rose Affair
Website: https://www.dianahart.info/
Phone: 07704253874

The Premises:

I met Diana in a very comfortable, perfectly located apartment not far from Manchester City Centre.

Diana is a lady of the highest order and the premises from which she so kindly offers the pleasure
of her time and companionship and indeed anything else which can occur between consenting
adults is ideal in every respect.

Great parking (couldn't have asked for better), shower was a power shower and as I believe
cleanliness is next to godliness, so was the flat in every respect.

The Lady:

Diana is without doubt a true English Rose. So many clichés abound when writing reviews and here
is just one, 'her pictures don't do her justice' as meeting in her in the flesh (I love that word flesh
don't you?) is infinitely better and it would be impossible to be disappointed so lovely is she.

Frankly she is as English Roses' are beautiful and very pleasing on the eye - in fact, so pleasing on
the eye is she that I found myself responding and standing to attention far to quickly than I wanted
but I managed to get myself under control as we did the necessary paperwork preliminaries.

Diana is a woman in her prime - she clearly works out and keeps in great shape. Ok so just to be
specific - she has fantastic tits, to die for bottom (ass - sorry does that sound crude?) and her face
is adorable and so sweet and I thought 'Bloody hell I've won the jackpot or the lottery' (or whatever it
is we win these days!).

If I had to describe Diana is a three letter word it would be: Wow, Wow and Wow! You get he picture
- well I certainly did the minute I walked through the door.

The Story:

Let me firstly say that Diana's pre and post meeting communications (email, text and phone) is
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among the best I have ever experienced.

She is so warm, friendly and accommodating that setting up the meeting was part of the fun and
was so stress free that it was a delight.

I do enjoy that process and really appreciate it when this happens because it signals that the
meeting itself will go swimmingly well and swimmingly well it went.

Diana has taken a break from her naughty secret part time job but is back in action (as it were) and
she was lovely enough to share that she was a little nervous as I was one of her first new clients
since her return - how sexy and wonderful is that kind of honestly and vulnerability.

I have to say and never quite understand this if I am honest because when it happens it is out of
this world fantastic - but I felt we clicked straight away (I am sure Diana clicks with everybody so
lovely is she) but that connection was there from the 'get go' and that made the meeting for me,
fabulous.

Diana's kissing is so sensual and enjoyable - I am a kisser and love it and love it even more when
the one you are kissing loves kissing - and by George does Diana love kissing.

This just set the mood really for a very indulgent afternoon of my favourite activities - Diana is
amazingly giving - her focus is on you and she is eager and keen to please - I swear that is the
most wonderful quality isn't it of a meeting of this kind - I mean that is what it feels like isn't it to have
a 'lover' - that amazing sense of giving, pleasing and bending over backwards - or in Diana's case
with me, bending over forwards to give pleasure and satisfaction. Does it, can it, get any better.

I can tell you that there was plenty of giving and receiving in every possible way - can I just say that
one of the lovely things about Diana is that she was very responsive to my preference for slow and
steady, climbing to a crescendo as it were and my was that crescendo pretty fantastic and
explosive.

Diana is amazingly versatile, open minded, non judgemental and thankfully enjoys many of the
kinks I enjoy - she has a bottom to die for, need I say more.

She is also great craic, really great fun, doesn't take herself to seriously or the situation and like so
many of the lovely ladies I have the pleasure of meeting - incredibly smart, wise and sassy - God
this hobby is fantastic isn't it.

I adored her, loved her company and had a fantastic time.

If she will have me and I hope she will - as Arnie that actor who became a poltician so memorably
commented in that film, what's it called again?.... anyway you know, 'I'll be back.' (rubbish German
accent). Ha, ha ha!!
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